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Abstract

Background—There is an urgent need for efficient, equitable interventions across the disease 

spectrum from prevention to palliative care. To identify and prioritize such interventions, evidence 

of effectiveness important to potential constituents is needed on outcomes relevant to them.

Methods—To inform practice and policy, evidence is needed on actionable, harmonized 

outcomes which are feasible to collect in most settings and relevant to citizens, practitioners and 

decision makers. We propose that increased priority should be given to certain outcomes that are 

infrequently collected across multiple domains.

Results—A modification of a logic model of health outcomes by Proctor et al.1 is used to 

propose key domains and measures of implementation, service delivery, biomarkers, and health 

and functioning outcomes. Recommendations are made to give increased priority to 

implementation (especially reach, resource requirements/costs; and fidelity/adaptation); Institute 

of Medicine service delivery categories of equity and safety; and patient reported health and 

functioning outcomes.

Conclusions—Implications of this outcomes framework include that biomarkers are not always 

the most important or relevant outcomes; that harmonized, pragmatic and actionable measures are 

needed for each of these types of outcomes, and that significant changes in training and review of 

grants and publications are needed.
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This is an exciting time in health care and public health. The evolution of Affordable Care 

Act, (ACA) the Patient Centered Outcomes Research institute (PCORI), the Centers for 

Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS)—Center for Medicare and Medicaid Innovation—

Centers for Disease Control (CDC)—Community Transformation Grants (CTGs)—and the 

pressing need to achieve the CMS triple aim of improving quality, reducing costs, and 

improving health provide unprecedented opportunities. These developments, along with the 

need to reduce health inequities shift our thinking, research and measurement priorities. 

There have been great advances in the development of evidence-based interventions and 

guidelines. However, such advances have not generally translated into practice and those 

that are often take a very long time.2, 3 Kessler has recently observed that our efficacy 

evidence base is both brilliant and largely irrelevant to many real-world settings.4 Part of the 

reason for this complex problem may be the huge divide between “gold standard” evidence 

demanded by funding agencies, study sections, and journal reviewers and the types of 

information most needed by policy makers, practitioners, patients, and families. While there 

is an increasing focus on the science of dissemination and implementation research, which 

in part seeks to solve the leaking translation pipeline,5, 6 without better alignment on the key 

outcomes on which evidence is needed, this process will remain incomplete. This paper 

addresses the types of outcomes and measures that we think should receive priority, 

discusses implications of these recommendations, and proposes initial steps towards a 

substantially altered paradigm.

The specific purposes of this article are to: 1) describe a framework and propose a 

modification of it to classify types of health-related outcomes; 2) apply this framework to 

the outcome criteria most often reported in health research and rewarded by the biomedical 

review and publication systems; 3) recommend several domains from the model that deserve 

greater attention in order to translate research into practice; and 4) discuss the implications 

of these recommendations for changes to health research, review, and publication.

Background and Model

Figure 1, adapted from Proctor et al.1 and the IOM criteria for characteristics of effective 

health care systems7 provides a useful framework for conceptualizing four domains of 

outcomes related to: implementation, service/delivery quality, biomarkers, and finally the 

health and functioning of individuals or citizens who are ultimate targets of the intervention, 

policy or program. There are several important advantages of this framework over 

alternative frameworks in outcomes or etiologic research. First, is the domain of 

implementation outcomes (described below) that recognizes the growing field of 

implementation science (e.g., the journal Implementation Science).5 In particular the 

elements related to implementation include numerous contextual factors that are highly 

relevant to “real-world” application of interventions: How much will it cost? Will this work 

in settings like ours? How do I sustain the intervention after initial funding ends? In 

addition, we propose a modification of the Proctor et al. model 1 that considers biomarkers 

as an intermediate step between service or health care delivery and ultimate health and 

functioning outcomes. We suggest that implementation and functional outcomes have both 

been neglected and are most wanted by stakeholders.8
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Priorities Resulting from Application of the Shift in Framework

When discussing recommendations for priorities among many possible types of outcomes, 

as Proctor et al.1 argue, increased attention is needed to implementation. Without an 

implementation focus, time, and resources are wasted on programs that will probably never 

be implemented. Failure to implement with quality is likely the most common reason that 

research-based interventions are unsuccessful when attempted in real world settings.9-11

Implementation Outcomes

Implementation is the process of putting to use or integrating evidence-based interventions 

within a setting [National Institutes of Health. PA-10-038: Dissemination and 

Implementation Research in Health (R01), 2012]. As shown in Figure 1, there are several 

categories of implementation measures.

Acceptability relates to a specific intervention and describes whether the potential 

implementers, based on their knowledge of or direct experience with the intervention, 

perceive it as agreeable, palatable, and/or satisfactory.1 Adoption is the decision of an 

individual leader, organization or community to commit to and initiate an evidence-based 

intervention.12 Too often data are lacking on adoptions of evidence-based interventions even 

though this concept is the foundation for improving patient and population health. McGlynn 

et al.2 estimated that across a wide range of content areas, the adoption of evidence-based 

health care practices among U.S. clinicians was estimated at 55%. Appropriateness is related 

to the concept of compatibility and is defined as the perceived fit and relevance of the 

intervention for a given context (i.e., setting, user group) and/or its perceived relevance and 

ability to address a particular issue. Organizational culture and organizational climate might 

explain whether an intervention is perceived as appropriate by a potential group of 

implementers.13

Implementation often depends on the costs of the particular intervention, the implementation 

strategy used, and the characteristics of the setting(s) where the intervention is being 

implemented. For decision/policy makers, cost is often one of the key implementation 

outcomes. Ideally, a more sophisticated version of cost data is available (e.g., cost-

effectiveness) to assess relative value.

Feasibility refers to the actual fit, suitability, or practicability of an intervention in a specific 

setting. In linking with Diffusion Theory, perceived feasibility plays key role in the early 

adoption process.1, 14 Fidelity is defined as the degree to which an intervention is 

implemented as it is prescribed in the original protocol provide a more comprehensive 

discussion of fidelity measurement for complex interventions.15, 16

Penetration (e.g., niche saturation) is the extent to which an evidence-based intervention is 

integrated into all subsystems of an organization (e.g., from front-line workers to managers). 

This element relates closely to several others in this domain, especially adoption and 

appropriateness.
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Sustainability is the extent to which an evidence-based intervention delivers its benefits over 

an extended period of time after external support from the donor agency is terminated.17 

Most often sustainability is measured through the continued use of intervention components, 

however it can also be viewed more broadly to include considerations of maintained 

community—or organizational—level partnerships, sustained organizational or community 

attention to the issue that the intervention, a long- term commitment to evaluation, and 

diffusion or replication in other sites.18

Together these categories of implementation outcomes address many issues that are 

influential in determining whether programs will be adopted and if adopted, how successful 

they will be. Collectively, they are the types of information that clinicians and decision 

makers consider relevant and useful.8 We suggest that to be meaningful to implementation, 

such measures or a clearly identified process for including them, must become regular 

elements of research design and their absence decreases the utility of the research.

Service Outcomes

Like Proctor et al.,1 we conceptualize service outcomes (or delivery quality) as an 

intermediate outcome. These service outcomes, drawn from the IOM report on Crossing the 

Quality Chasm,7 are strongly influenced by implementation processes and strategies and are 

upstream in the framework from both biomarker and client outcomes.

Efficiency is critically important since it is a key criterion for service settings, and likely a 

major factor determining whether an intervention will be sustained. Efficiency is related to 

the implementation outcome of costs, but goes beyond resources required to ask “if this is a 

good value” and an efficient way to deliver the service.

Safety is at the center of all health interventions, and both researchers and practitioners need 

to remember to “first, do not harm”. The complication with complex interventions19, 20 is 

that while their immediate beneficial effects are often more obvious, some of the iatrogenic 

or negative unintended consequences can either be more subtle or take time to develop, such 

as the cardio toxic effects of some cancer treatments. Prevention researchers often point to 

the safety and lack of side effects of their programs as an important reason they should be 

given greater priority;21 and in general, this is true. However, an unintended consequence 

related to safety that should be addressed is the potential that by focusing on one prevention 

topic (e.g., cancer screening or a certain type of cancer screening), less attention may be paid 

to other important topics such as tobacco cessation, heart disease or diabetes screening.22

Effectiveness is usually the service outcome assessed most extensively and examples include 

delivery of guidelines based interventions, or improvements in health behaviors. A corollary 

issue addressed much less frequently23 is that to compare effectiveness across topic areas, it 

is necessary to also include broader, less disease specific outcomes.24

Equity might be the most important outcome as it is built upon just implementation and 

delivery processes. Given their complex determinants,25, 26 it is challenging to reduce health 

disparities.27 However, it is incumbent on all researchers to assess the impact of their 
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intervention on health inequities and to demonstrate, as in the case of safety outcomes, that 

at minimum the program or policy in question does not exacerbate inequities.

Patient-centeredness has received considerable recent attention, especially with the advent 

of the PPCORI,28 the patient-centered establishment of medical home movement and 

criteria.29 At minimum, if one is producing patient-centered outcomes, patient-report 

measures need be a key part of one’s reported outcomes. This is one of several reasons that 

call for a reexamination of biomarkers as the unquestioned primary outcome in most 

medical and health research studies. With the recent emphasis on electronic health records 

(EHRs), the type of data most often missing from otherwise comprehensive electronic 

records is patient reported measures, despite the capacity to collect such data.30, 31

In many areas, client preference is a potent mediator of care and for example, meditates 

response to antidepressant medication.32 (While an important finding, clients generally 

remain receivers of care rather than partners in care. Engaging clients in key health decisions 

is both an important process and a research question. How do we do it? What promotes such 

engagement? If patient or citizen preferences mediate outcomes, then we need to regularly 

ask them about their experience and use those reports to both adapt planning and delivery, 

and a method of evaluating the effectiveness of the plan and its execution. So the ultimate 

outcomes are patients engaging in self-identified areas of care, in an effective fashion that 

improves the functioning.

The public health or population parallel to patient-centeredness is community engagement. 

Like patient-centeredness, community engagement and community-based participatory 

research (CBPR) is now in vogue, and many programs claim to use CBPR principles. 

Stronger measures of the extent to which community and agency members are equal 

partners and have meaningful participation throughout programs are needed.

The final service outcome in Figure 1 is timeliness. Timeliness is related to, but distinct 

from, efficiency in that it relates to the length of time between when a need is identified and 

appropriate services delivered. Timeliness is especially critical in progressive conditions 

such as cancer and diabetes, where earlier detection can lead to prevention of disease 

consequences.

Overall, service outcomes seem to be viewed by researchers, policy makers, and patients/

citizens as important; but they are inconsistently measured, and there are not many agreed 

upon standardized, practical measures of service outcomes.33 Increased attention to these 

outcomes would do a great deal to make research more relevant.8

Biomarkers

We conceptualize biomarkers as the third category in our adapted logic model of health 

outcomes. Proctor et al.1 did not include biomarkers explicitly in their model, likely 

considering them to be either implicit or a subset of effectiveness under service outcomes. 

Biomarkers have become the preferred primary outcome of the vast majority of research on 

health outcomes.34, 35 We do not have the space to review the conceptual, historic and 
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methodological reasons for this, but many feel that it is almost impossible to get a grant 

funded or study published without a primary biomarker outcome.

Biomarkers have a number of advantages (Table 1), including that they can be measured 

objectively, some are relatively inexpensive to collect, and at least some biomarkers have 

mechanistic roles in the disease process. In many areas, there has been unquestioned 

progress in the relevance and usefulness of biomarkers such as the advance from urinary 

glucose to glycosylated hemoglobin for assessing diabetes outcomes.36

Nevertheless, biomarkers are not themselves health outcomes, a point that sometimes seems 

forgotten. The link between biomarkers and the client or health outcomes, which form the 

final category in the Proctor et al. model1 and Figure 1 is variable and often uncertain.34 

Numerous other factors combine with biomarkers to produce outcomes such as morbidity, 

mortality and health care utilization.37-39 In addition, it is possible to produce strong 

biomarker outcomes without positively impacting disease conditions, outcomes, or 

morbidity, as demonstrated in the ACCORD trial.40, 41 Improvements in biomarkers can be 

produced by interventions that are not at all efficient, timely, equitable, safe, or patient-

centered. In this time of health care budget crisis, the expense of producing some biomarker 

improvements can be considerable and should be quantified and considered carefully.

We posit that biomarkers, themselves in large part a reaction to earlier less precise and more 

subjective outcomes, have almost become reified as the most critical and sometime only 

outcome that is important. As happens at different times in scientific advances,42 an 

innovation that helped to advance the field substantially, has now become almost an 

impediment to broader, more integrative and thoughtful conceptualizations of health 

outcomes. Biomarkers are no longer the ultimate outcome.

Patient, Population, or Ultimate Health Outcomes

Health, function and intervention cost and effectiveness related to function over time are the 

ultimate patient and population outcomes.34 The changes generated by health care reform all 

focus on Triple Aim outcomes. If health care redesign focuses on improved patient 

experience (health and satisfaction) improved outcomes (function) and elimination of 

resource utilization that does not contribute to improved patient outcomes at a cost that 

society determines acceptable (cost and function over time) then the focus of research going 

forward is to focus on these ultimate outcomes. Similarly, new initiatives involving health 

policies, community transformation grants and increased utilization of community health 

workers have potential to improve public and population health.

The ultimate question then becomes how programs and policies should be designed and 

implemented such that the optimal set of resources, deliver access to the optimal service and 

care to engaged and activated consumers to generate the best achievable function over time. 

Research responding to that question serves the goals of the Triple Aim and responds to 

crucial questions that have been marginalized can be evaluated using the outcome measures 

and metrics discussed above. There are at least three reasons for such marginalization. 

Measurement of health and function in a way that can lead to comparable outcomes is still 

evolving. Such measures must be collected in practice flow and have clinical, public health 
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and research relevance. Second, such measures are largely patient reported and third, the 

collection of such data and integrating into the EHRs and other databases is still in 

development.

IMPLICATIONS

How Do We Collect Data?

Even if we can generate a consensus on priority outcomes, we still need to identify data 

collection methods that do not interfere with practice; or, by their collection make an 

organization sufficiently different to limit generalization. If data cannot be collected within 

the everyday flow of practice, they will not be collected in everyday care.

The EHR and Large Extracted Databases as Primary Research Data Collection

Not long ago, specification of the EHR for data collection generated resistance and 

observations that it was not generalizable. It now seems that electronic and automated data 

collection methods have become the preferred modalities for data collection.

For example, recently CMS began to reimburse providers for a Medicare recipient receiving 

an annual wellness visit. To be reimbursable, a health risk appraisal needs to be conducted 

and documented. Said appraisal must contain elements of a functional assessment. So 

practice now regularly includes the collection of patient generated data that assess the 

psychosocial dimensions of functioning, including behavioral risk assessment and a patient’s 

report of health functioning. To be usable as a part of care, the appraisal will be built into the 

EHR and recorded in searchable fields. If collected on a routine, population basis, this can 

become not only an individual patient tool, but data collection for quality improvement and 

for population research.

Recommended Priorities

Based on the model above and our discussion of the current status of the field, we make the 

following recommendations for near term priorities that should jump-start and help to 

refocus the integration of research into practice and policy.

First, as discussed in detail elsewhere,30, 33 there is a pressing need for consensus on and 

collection of more standardized or harmonized measures. We recommend priority be given 

to identification of harmonized, practical measures within each of three outcome categories 

(Table 2). Our recommendations for increased priority are:

• Within Implementation measures, priority should be given to harmonized 

assessments of reach (patient or citizen participation rates and representativeness of 

participants) adoption (same issues at the setting and staff levels), resources 

required (including both monetary and time/burden costs form perspectives of 

systems, citizens and society), and fidelity/adaptation of programs and policies as 

they are implemented in diverse settings;

• Within Service delivery measures, we recommend priority be given to harmonized 

measures of equity impacts (Diversity indicators) as well as safety and unintended 
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consequences (especially given the increasing availability of big data and EHR on 

large patient data sets);

• Within Health or ultimate outcome measures, we recommend priority be given to 

practical, patient- reported function outcomes leading to functional data, 

effectiveness over time and cost effectiveness.

In general, for the near term, the priorities that have been placed on the four types of 

outcome measures need to be reversed. Specifically, biomarker outcomes which have 

dominated the field do not need to be collected in every grant or report; and by themselves 

can be misleading. Just because they are ubiquitous, does not mean they are always 

important. In general, health research has done a credible job of assessing health, client or 

ultimate outcomes 1. The main limitation is that often these outcomes are measured by 

themselves, rather than as part of a multi-method, multi-outcome focused package of 

measures.43

This leaves the categories of implementation and service/delivery quality outcomes, both of 

which would benefit from harmonization and more frequent collection. Above we have 

summarized what we think are compelling reason why these categories deserve higher 

priority. Part of the reason these measures have not been collected more frequently may be 

due to the general lack of widely available, previously validated or harmonized measures of 

these outcomes. For example, how one study measures reach may be quite diverse from 

another, and there are very few training programs that provide instruction in how to measure 

these outcomes. We think that efforts to develop and achieve harmonization on 

implementation and serve/delivery outcomes should be a research priority.30, 31, 33

Changes in health policy and care delivery generate changes in the need for data and the 

measures generating such data. Our health care evolution now implies increased priority on 

some measurement categories that have been less frequently reported, and less emphasis on 

some formerly held “gold standard measures,” such as biomarkers that frequently, and often 

solely, were considered necessary endpoints of major trials. Such a change in focus would 

greatly enhance relevance and transparency to potential adopters; would be more actionable; 

would potentially speed up pace of research; inform science about the links (and when there 

are not links) between different categories of outcomes.

We anticipate potential objections. We would need rapid development and consensus on 

more standardized measures within key domains. There is some indication from NIH/AHRQ 

projects promoting routine collection of patient-reported measures in primary care that this 

can be done 31, 44 (http://www.scribd.com/doc/14427729/Observations-of-Daily-Living-

primer-from-Robert-Wood-Johnson-Foundation).

Such a shift would challenge accepted training models and would require different training 

and infrastructure. We are admittedly proposing a shift in the culture of science that will 

require thinking through and justifying outcomes for any given study—rather than assuming 

that biomarkers are the key outcomes for all. For many practice and policy decisions 

(especially for chronic diseases), the changes in biological endpoints resulting from 

intervention are years or decades away, necessitating a stronger set of intermediate 
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outcomes; and for many types of implementation and dissemination studies, biomarkers are 

not the appropriate endpoints when an evidence-based intervention is already shown to be 

effective.

The infrastructure changes needed are not trivial. Required expertise of study sections and 

journal reviewers would need to change. Project support decisions would refocus to support 

high probability “on the ground” implementation that will generate results that have rapid 

and direct relevance to practice and policy. Similarly, journals and reviewers would be asked 

to adapt. Journals that publish data relevant to policy and practice would have increased 

value. Reviewing and publishing in those journals would become important and rewarded 

elements of professional development.

Ours is certainly not the final word, rather this is the beginning of a conversation, but one 

that is timely and overdue. We encourage others to engage in this discussion. Whatever the 

reaction to our ideas, the ultimate outcome is the need to consider the purpose of health 

research in general and outcomes in particular, and how as individuals, organizations and 

fields we can shift from a paradigm of limited relevance and utility to research that can best 

advance health and most rapidly and productively be translated to policy and practice.
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Figure 1. 
Working Model of Measurement Categories in Health Research

*IOM Standards of Care

Adapted from: Proctor E, et al AdmPolicy MentHealth 2011 Mar;38(2)65-76
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Table 1

Strengths of Limitations of Different Types of Outcomes

Outcome Strengths Limitations

Implementation Necessary for action Few standard measures

Informs how improve Requires multiple methods

Reflects real-world delivery May be labor intensive to collect

Service Delivery Related to IOM* framework Not always related to endpoints

Related to HEDIS reporting Reliable/valid measures may be lacking

Metrics can be gamed

Biomarkers Relatively easy and commonly collected Not endpoints themselves

Considered objective Not always actionable, can result in overtreatment

Health and Functioning QALYs are ultimate goal Long lead time to outcome

Incorporates patient/population perspective Often need huge sample sizes

Existing surveillance systems often lack intermediate indicators

*
IOM: Institute of Medicine
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Table 2

Recommended Priorities for Outcomes Measurement

Recommended Priority of Outcome Category 
(1-4)*

Specific Issues within Category to Recommend

Implementation Outcomes – 1 Reach (participation and characteristics of participants vs. those who decline), Cost, 
Sustainability over time

Service/Delivery – 2 Equity, Safety (including unintended consequences)

Biomarkers – 4 Epigenetic Changes

Outcomes – 3 Quality of Life

*
1 = highest or top priority
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